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ABSTRACT
In database and large-scale data analytics, recursive aggre-

gate processing plays an important role, which is generally

implemented under a framework of incremental comput-

ing and executed synchronously and/or asynchronously. We

identify three barriers in existing recursive aggregate data

processing. First, the processing scope is largely limited to

monotonic programs. Second, checking on conditions for

monotonicity and correctness for async processing is sophis-

ticated and manually done. Third, execution engines may be

suboptimal due to separation of sync and async execution.

In this paper, we lay an analytical foundation for condi-

tions to check if a recursive aggregate program that is mono-

tonic or even non-monotonic can be executed incrementally

and asynchronously with its correct result. We design and im-

plement a condition verification tool that can automatically

check if a given program satisfies the conditions. We further

propose a unified sync-async engine to execute these pro-

grams for high performance. To integrate all these effective

methods together, we have developed a distributed Datalog

system, called PowerLog. Our evaluation shows that Pow-

erLog can outperform three representative Datalog systems

on both monotonic and non-monotonic recursive programs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Datamanagement systems; •
Computing methodologies → Distributed computing
methodologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large-scale recursive algorithms, including PageRank, Single

Source Shortest Path (SSSP), andmany others, play important

roles in database and big data analytics. Recently, new devel-

opment has re-emerged around Datalog [2, 6, 24, 35, 46, 49,

51, 59] for expressing such algorithms, due to its high-level

declarative semantics and support for recursive programs.

Program 1 shows an example of using Datalog for SSSP.

Programmers can use two rules of Datalog to express the

algorithm: rule r1 initializes the distance to the source node

(with ID 1) as 0; and rule r2 recursively declares a path from

the source to node Y with length dx + dxy , if there is a path
from the source to node X with length dx and an edge from

X to Y with length dxy . The shortest path to Y is the shortest

one of all possible paths from the source to Y, as expressed

by the aggregate operation min. This type of recursive pro-
grams that have an aggregate operation in the recursion are

called recursive aggregate programs (to be formally defined

in Section 2.1). This example shows that Datalog only needs

2 rules for SSSP. In contrast, the graph processing systems

[13, 15, 27, 28, 53, 68] require tens of lines of code, and other

programming languages, such as Java, need more than one

hundred of lines.

Program 1. Single Source Shortest Path
r1. sssp(X,d) :- X=1,d=0.

r2. sssp(Y,min[dy ]) :- sssp(X,dx ),edge(X,Y,dxy ),

dy = dx + dxy .
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In Datalog, semi-naive evaluation [8, 24] is critical for effi-

cient execution of Datalog rules. In each iteration, semi-naive

evaluation performs the computation on the incremental

(delta) result from the previous iteration and feeds the newly

computed result to the next iteration. In this way, it can

avoid redundant computation to achieve high performance.

A number of Datalog systems [24, 29, 30, 46, 49, 50, 59] sup-

port semi-naive evaluation for recursive aggregate programs,

when certain conditions are satisfied. We use a simplified

term, called monotonic programs, to refer to these satisfiable

programs. The results from a recursive sequence generated

by a monotonic program are either monotonically increasing

or monotonically decreasing; otherwise, it is a non-monotonic
program. Existing systems only support semi-naive evalua-

tion for monotonic programs, and none of the systems can

verify these conditions automatically, so that users have to

manually check the conditions for each program. It requires

high human efforts and is also tedious and error-prone.

Meanwhile, there exist many non-monotonic programs,

e.g., the original PageRank algorithm shown in Program 2.
Instead of incrementally adding new ranking scores, the

PageRank algorithm replaces old ranking scores with new

scores in each iteration, making the scores changed non-

monotonically. Semi-naive evaluation cannot be used for

these non-monotonic programs. Previous studies [29, 30, 49]

show that users can explicitly write some non-monotonic

programs into monotonic ones and then use semi-naive

evaluation. For example, users can write the delta-based

PageRank algorithm [13, 68] that iteratively and incremen-

tally accumulates non-negative ranking scores (as Program
2.b in Section 3.3). However, under what conditions a non-

monotonic program can be written into a monotonic one that

has the same result as that of the original non-monotonic

program is unclear. Since existing systems cannot identify

those convertible non-monotonic programs, they fall back to

naive evaluation1 in the execution by creating an additional

rank table to perform the join operation in each iteration,

which is computationally expensive for large datasets.

Program 2. PageRank (Declarative + Imperative)

r1. degree(X,count[Y]) :- edge(X,Y).

r2. rank(0,X,r ) :- node(X),r = 0.

r3. rank(i+1,Y,sum[ry ]):- node(Y),ry = 0.15;

:- rank(i,X,rx ),

edge(X,Y),degree(X,d),

ry = 0.85 · rx /d.

In data processing, there are two execution modes, namely

synchronous execution and asynchronous execution. Sync exe-
cution requires a barrier before next iteration, while async

1
As these PageRank-like algorithms are not defined in a declarative way,

strictly speaking, naive evaluation cannot be used. But existing systems can

follow the way of naive evaluation in the execution.
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Figure 1: Performance comparison of SociaLite (sync)
andMyria (async) on variable algorithms and datasets.

execution does not. Some Datalog systems adopt sync execu-

tion, e.g., SociaLite [46] and BigDatalog [49], while the others

use the async, e.g., Myria [59]. However, executing some re-

cursive aggregate programs asynchronously could result in

wrong results. The correctness of incremental and asynchro-

nous evaluation is not guaranteed in existing systems. More-

over, existing studies [12, 61] show that neither sync nor

async execution consistently outperforms the other. Figure

1(a) shows that on LiveJournal dataset[26], SociaLite outper-

forms Myria on SSSP, but it loses on PageRank. In contrast,

for SSSP in Figure 1(b), SociaLite beats Myria on Arabic-2005

dataset[5], but loses on Wiki-link dataset[60]. The perfor-

mance dynamics and uncertainty come from over-controlled

synchronization and under-controlled asynchronization. Be-

tween them, there must be a “properly-controlled” execution

mode in the “sweet point” to achieve the best performance.

In this paper, we lay an analytical foundation for cor-

rect incremental and asynchronous evaluation: we propose

monotonic recursive aggregate (MRA) evaluation, a type of
semi-naive evaluation but dedicated for recursive aggregate

programs, and prove that when the MRA conditions are

satisfied, a recursive aggregate program that is monotonic

or even non-monotonic can be executed incrementally and

asynchronously with its correct result. We design and im-

plement a condition verification tool that can automatically

check if a given program satisfies the MRA conditions by

leveraging Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver Z3

[63]. We further design a unified sync-async engine to exe-

cute these Datalog programs. We observe that the commu-

nication frequency can effectively serve as a control knob

to adjust the level of asynchronization. We then develop an

adaptive buffer method to adjust the amount of stored up-

dates and control the communication frequency, leading to a

properly-controlled execution. To integrate all these effective

methods together, we have developed a new Datalog system,

called PowerLog. Figure 2 shows its high-level structure. Our

major contributions include:

• An analytical foundation for correctness of incre-
mental and asynchronous evaluation: We prove that

a recursive aggregate program that reaches a fixpoint can

be correctly executed with incremental and asynchronous

evaluation when the MRA conditions are satisfied. This
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Sync-Async Engine. Otherwise, it will be executed with naive evaluation on sync execution engine.

not only guarantees the correctness of incremental and

asynchronous evaluation but also enlarges its scope to

execute those non-monotonic but convertible programs.

• An automatic condition check tool: We leverage SMT

solver Z3 to develop a condition check tool that can auto-

matically check if the MRA conditions are satisfied for a

given recursive aggregate program.

• Aunified sync-async engine:We design and implement

a distributed execution engine that can execute a recursive

aggregate program in an adaptively sync-async way to

achieve best performance.

In our experiments, PowerLog identifies that twelvewidely-

used recursive aggregate programs can pass the condition

check and be executed with incremental and asynchronous

evaluation but two programs cannot. We then compare Pow-

erLog to three existing and representative Datalog systems

(SociaLite, Myria, and BigDatalog) on six recursive aggre-

gate algorithms, including CC, SSSP, PageRank, Adsorption,

Katz Metric, and Belief Propagation, with a set of real-world

datasets. On a 17-node Aliyun cluster, PowerLog can achieve

1.1x to 188.3x speedups over other Datalog systems.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Recursive Aggregate Datalog Programs
Datalog is best known for expressing recursive queries due

to its high-level declarative semantics and its support for

recursion. In a Datalog program, if a predicate appears in the

head and a body, this rule is identified as a recursive rule. If an
aggregation, e.g., min and max, appears in the head of a recur-

sive rule, this program is a recursive aggregate program.

We define a recursive aggregate program as follows.

R(k1, . . . ,kn,д(y0,y1, . . . ,yl )) : −T1(k1, . . . ,kn,y1); . . . ;

: −Tm (k1, . . . ,kn,ym );

: −R(k1, . . . ,kn, x),

P1(k1, . . . ,kn, c1), . . . ,

Pl (k1, . . . ,kn, cl ),

y0 = f (x, c1, . . . , cm ).

(1)

The predicate on the left side of ‘:-’ is the rule head, where
predicate R has an aggregate function д(·) with input vari-

ables y and zero or several group-by arguments k1, . . . ,kn
for д(·). On the right side of ‘:-’, there are multiple rule

bodies T separated by semicolons to provide aggregation

inputs y. Each T may include multiple predicates P sepa-

rated by commas that provide parameters to compute y, e.g.,
y0 = f (x, c1, . . . , cm). In the rule bodies, there is one and

only one predicate with the same name as the head predicate

R, which makes it be a recursive aggregate rule. In this paper,

we only allow one predicate to have R in the rule bodies
2
.

2.2 Naive and Semi-Naive Evaluations
Two major evaluation techniques exist in Datalog systems.

Naive Evaluation:. Given an input set X 0
, an aggregateG ,

and the rest of rules F , naive evaluation performs:

Yk−1 = F (Xk−1)

Xk = G(Yk−1).
(2)

Usually, F is applied on a set of records, and G is a group-by

aggregation to be applied on a set of key-specified records,

i.e., X is a set and Y is a multiset. Let (G ◦ F )k denote k appli-

cations of (G ◦ F ). If the recursive program terminates after

n iterations, its result is denoted as (G ◦ F )n(X 0). We call

the evaluation terminates at a fixpoint [1], i.e., F does not

produce new facts after n iterations and we have Yn = Yn+1
.

There also exist some algorithms (e.g., PageRank) that have

a mathematical limit. In order to guarantee their termina-

tion, we extend the syntax of Datalog for programmers to

customize termination criteria at the user level. That is, the

program will terminate after a number of iterations when

the difference between the results of two consecutive aggre-

gations is sufficiently small, i.e., |∆Xn+1 | = |Xn+1 − Xn | < ϵ ,
where ϵ is user specified. Furthermore, we also define a ter-

mination number of iterations at the system level to stop

the iterative processing after the iteration limit. With this

two-level termination criteria, the iterative processing of a

2
We focus on the direct recursion and linear Datalog programs in this paper,

and leave the mutual recursion and the non-linear cases in a future work.
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Figure 3: Naive vs. Semi-Naive Evaluation.

given Datalog program starts from an initial value, and each

step of the processing is derived from the previous step and

is hoped to converge toward to a fixpoint step by step.

Semi-Naive Evaluation. It avoids redundant computation

by incrementally computing the existing results and can be

formalized as follows.

Xk = G(Xk−1 ∪ F (∆Xk−1))

∆Xk = Xk − Xk−1,
(3)

where ‘−’ is set subtraction and ∆X 0 = X 0
. The difference

between naive and semi-naive evaluation is shown in Figure

3. Figure 3 (a) depicts naive evaluation. In each iteration,X k
is

fully computed for producingX k+1
. In semi-naive evaluation

of Figure 3 (b), only the incremental result ∆X k
between

every two iterations is computed by F . Existing systems [24,

29, 50, 59] show the effectiveness with semi-naive evaluation.

2.3 Monotonic/Non-Monotonic Programs
For a recursive aggregate program with aggregate oper-

ation G and non-aggregate operation F , during the exe-

cution (with naive or semi-naive evaluation), we have a

series of X 0, . . . ,Xn
, where X k

(∀k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n) is a set

of key-value pairs {⟨K,V ⟩, . . .} with unique keys, which

are group-by arguments k1, . . . ,kn for д(·) in the definition

of recursive aggregate program of Section 2.1. We define

a partial order on {X 0, . . . ,Xn}: X i ⊑ X j
if and only if

∀⟨K,V ⟩ ∈ X i , ∃⟨K ′,V ′⟩ ∈ X j , ⟨K,V ⟩ ⊑ ⟨K ′,V ′⟩, where

⟨K,V ⟩ ⊑ ⟨K ′,V ′⟩ if and only ifK = K ′,V ⊑ V ′
. With respect

to the partial order, if X k−1 ⊑ X k
holds for any k , such a

program defined by G and F is amonotonic program.

A monotonic program can be executed with semi-naive

evaluation for high performance. However, checking on

monotonic conditions in existing systems [24, 29, 49, 58, 65]

are sophisticated and manually done by users. Myria [58]

requires to check that aggregate G is defined on a finite set

and commutative, associative, and bag-monotonic, and non-

aggregate F is monotonic with respect to the partial order

defined above and distributive. DeALS [50] introduces mono-

tonic aggregates for some aggregates, e.g., mmin for min and

mmax for max. In the implementation of a monotonic aggre-

gate, DeALS keeps intermediate results in a built-in buffer

and computes the output based on intermediate results and

results produced in the current iteration. For example, for

min, if the minimum of the produced values [d] is smaller

than the smallest value r in the buffer, it returns min([d]);
otherwise, it returns r , i.e., return min(r,min([d])). In
this way, DeALS can make the value sequence of each key

changed monotonically and then use semi-naive evaluation.

However, programmers need to manually rewrite programs

by using the monotonic aggregates and guarantee the cor-

rectness of the rewritten programs.

PageRank of Program 2 is non-monotonic because its iter-

atively updated score on each vertex does not monotonically

increase or decrease. However, it can be manually rewritten

into a monotonic program [13, 68] when using the delta-

based algorithm. Such convertible non-monotonic programs

cannot be executed with semi-naive evaluation in existing

systems. In this paper, we aim to extend the scope of semi-

naive evaluation and asynchronous execution to include such

convertible non-monotonic programs.We also aim to provide

a condition verification tool to automatically check if a given

program satisfy the conditions to use incremental and asyn-

chronous evaluation. In the implementation, we adopt the

built-in buffer method to build our execution engine. Besides

min, for other aggregates, including max, sum, and count, we
have their runtime semantics as return max(r,max([d])),
return sum(r,sum([d])), and return sum(r,count[d]),
where r are previously computed results.

3 ANALYTICAL FOUNDATION
In this section, we formally describe monotonic recursive

aggregate (MRA) evaluation and discuss under what condi-

tions MRA evaluation can be applied. Finally, we present our

automatic condition verification mechanism.

3.1 MRA Evaluation
We formally describe MRA evaluation as follows.

∆Xk = G ◦ F ′(∆Xk−1)

Xk = G(Xk−1 ∪ ∆Xk ),
(4)

where F ′
is a new non-aggregate operation different from F ,

and ∆X 1
is the execution start point that consists of initial

key-value pairs. G(X k−1 ∪ ∆X k ) is to apply the group-by

aggregate operator on the previously computed result X k−1

and the newly computed delta result ∆X k
. Different from the

recursions defined in Equations (2) and (3), Equation (4) di-

rectly computes the delta result ∆X k
based on the previously

computed ∆X k−1
. The result after k recursions is

Xk = G(X 0 ∪

k−1⋃
i=0

(G ◦ F ′)i (∆X 1)). (5)



There are two types of terminations of MRA evaluation. Let S
be a set of bags of kv-pairs, i.e., ∀k,Y k ∈ S , where Y k

is a bag

of kv-pairs as defined in Equation (2). If S is a finite set, there

must be a finite n such that Yn = Yn+1
and Yn

is the fixpoint

bag [1, 59]. Accordingly, we have the fixpoint Xn
after the

aggregation on Yn
. Program SSSP is such a case. In addition,

some algorithms do not reach a fixpoint in a finite n, but they
have a mathematical limit. For example, the computation

of PageRank on a primitive stochastic matrix converges to

the unique dominant eigenvector [25], which is the fixpoint

of PageRank. This type of algorithms will terminate after a

number of iterations when the difference between the results

of two consecutive aggregations is sufficiently small, i.e.,

|∆Xn+1 | = |Xn+1 − Xn | < ϵ , where ϵ is algorithm specific.

To support this type of termination, we extend the Datalog

syntax to allow users to specify the termination conditions

(as shown in the programs of Section 6.1).

3.2 Conditions for MRA Evaluation
We propose the following theorem to guarantee the correct-

ness of MRA evaluation for recursive aggregate programs.

Theorem 1. (Conditions for MRA Evaluation) Given
a recursive aggregate program with aggregate operation G
and non-aggregate operation F starting from X 0, if F can be
decomposed into a new F ′ and a constant setC , i.e.,G ◦F (X ) =

G(F ′(X ) ∪C), and F ′ and G have the following properties:
• 1.G(X ∪Y ) = G(Y ∪X ) andG(X ∪Y ) = G(G(X ) ∪Y ),
• 2. G ◦ F ′ ◦G(X ) = G ◦ F ′(X ),

MRA evaluation in Equation (4) can produce the same result as
that of naive evaluation in Equation (2), where MRA evaluation
is initialized as ∆X 1 such thatX 1 = G ◦F (X 0) = G(∆X 1∪X 0).

Proof. We use mathematical induction to prove it. In

base case for k = 1, we have X 1 = G(X 0 ∪ ∆X 1) = G ◦ F (X 0)

according to the definition of initial start of MRA evaluation.

Assume that the following statement is true for k :

Xk = G ◦ F (Xk−1) = G((G ◦ F ′)k−1(∆X 1) ∪ Xk−1). (6)

For k + 1, we have

Xk+1 =G ◦ F (Xk ) = G(F ′(Xk ) ∪C) (6.a)

=G(F ′ ◦G((G ◦ F ′)k−1(∆X 1) ∪ Xk−1) ∪C) (6.b)

=G(F ′((G ◦ F ′)k−1(∆X 1) ∪ Xk−1) ∪C) (6.c)

=G(F ′(G ◦ F ′)k−1(∆X 1) ∪ F ′(Xk−1) ∪C) (6.d)

=G((G ◦ F ′)k (∆X 1) ∪G(F ′(Xk−1) ∪C)) (6.e)

=G((G ◦ F ′)k (∆X 1) ∪ Xk ) (6.f)

Line (6.a) is true because of the decomposability of F (X ),

i.e.,G ◦ F (X ) = G(F ′(X ) ∪C). By substituting X k
with Equa-

tion (6), we have Line (6.b). Line (6.c) is true when applying

Property 1, Property 2, and Property 1: G(F ′ ◦G(X ) ∪C) =

G(G ◦F ′◦G(X )∪C) = G(G ◦F ′(X )∪C) = G(F ′(X )∪C). Line
(6.d) is true because of the distributive property of F ′(X ), i.e.,

F ′(X1 ∪ X2) = F ′(X1) ∪ F ′(X2), which is the native prop-

erty of non-aggregate operation. Line(6.e) is true because of

Property 1. Line (6.f) is true because of the decomposability

of F (X ) and Equation (2), i.e., X k = G ◦ F (X k−1). Therefore,

the statement is also true for k + 1. Proved. □

The insights into the properties can be explained as fol-

lows. First, Property 1 indicates that G is commutative and

associative. The commutative property implies that we can

change the order of the operands in the aggregation and the

associative property allows us to aggregate “partial” results

first after applying F ′
. Second, if Property 2 holds, we can

convert the recursion with aggregation to a recursion with-

out aggregation by repeatedly applying this property, e.g.,

G◦F ′◦G◦F ′◦G(X ) is equal toG◦F ′◦F ′(X ). In otherwords, we

can move G out of the recursion of F ′
. A recursive program

without aggregation and negation (G ◦ F ′ ◦ F ′(X )) can be ex-

ecuted with semi-naive evaluation under certain conditions

[1], so that its equivalent program (G ◦F ′ ◦G ◦F ′ ◦G(X )) can

also be executed with semi-naive evaluation
3
. The properties

also guarantee the correctness of async execution. AfterG is

out of the recursion, each F ′
in the recursive sequence can be

asynchronously executed as onlyG needs to synchronize the

input. We will prove it in Section 4. A set of monotonic and

non-monotonic programs satisfy the properties. We show

two examples here and more others in Section 6.1.

Single Source Shortest Path. As shown in Program 1,
SSSP has the non-aggregate operation F that is applied on

vertex x to propagate the candidate shortest distancedx +dxy
to its neighbor y, where dx is the current shortest distance

from source s to x and dxy is the weight of the edge be-

tween x and y. The aggregate operation G groups all the

distances by destination vertex ID and performs min aggre-
gation to update the shortest distance to vertex y. First, Prop-
erty 1 holds for min because ofmin(X ,Y ) = min(Y ,X ) and

min(X ,Y ) = min(min(X ),Y ). Second, F does not contain a

constant part and F ′
is F ; and G and F ′

satisfy Property 2,

as the shortest distances are the same in the following two

cases: (1) making expansion and then making aggregation

(G ◦ F ′(X )), i.e., miny (dx + dxy ); and (2) making aggrega-

tion, then making expansion, and making aggregation again

(G ◦ F ′ ◦G(X )), i.e.,miny (minx (dx ) + dxy ). We will discuss

how to set the initial ∆X 1
in Section 3.3.

PageRank. As shown in Program 2, each vertex computes

and sends the partial ranking score (ry = 0.85 · rx/d) to its

neighbours and also sends a constant value 0.15 to itself. G
groups all scores by destination vertex IDy and performs sum

3
When the monotonic G is moved out of the recursion of F ′

, we need

Property 1 to guarantee the correctness of aggregation results.



(declare-const d Int)
(define-fun g ( (a Real) (b Real) ) Real
  ( + a b ) )
(define-fun f ( (a Real) ) Real
  (/ (* a 0.85) d ) )
(assert (> d 0))
(assert (
    not (forall ( (x1 Real) (y1 Real) (x2 Real) (y2 Real))

 (= (g (f (g x1 y1) ) (f (g x2 y2) ) ) 
           (g (g (g (f x1)  (f y1) ) (f x2) ) (f y2) ) ) )
) )           
(check-sat)

Figure 4: The Z3 code for automatic verification ofG ◦

F ′ ◦G(X ) = G ◦ F ′(X ) for PageRank.

aggregation. First, sum satisfies Property 1 as sum(X ,Y ) =
sum(Y ,X ) and sum(X ,Y ) = sum(sum(X ),Y ). Second, F can

be decomposed into F ′
that is “0.85·rx/d” and a constant part

C that is “0.15”. Assuming vertex x has two values rx1 and rx2
before sending to y, rx1 and rx2 can be used to calculate the

partial ranking scores first, i.e., 0.85 · rx1/d and 0.85 · rx2/d ,
or be aggregated first before calculating the partial ranking

score, i.e., 0.85 · sum(rx1, rx2)/d . On the receiver y where

sum is applied, these two cases have the same result, i.e.,

sum(0.85 · rx1/d, 0.85 · rx2/d) = sum(0.85 · sum(rx1, rx2)/d).
This property also holds for variable numbers of input values.

Notice that although the original PageRank of Program 2
is non-monotonic, we can execute it incrementally withMRA

evaluation because the MRA conditions are satisfied. Our

system can convert it to its equivalent incremental program

[13, 68] automatically and transparently to users. For ease

of understanding, we show the equivalent in Program 2.b,
where the ranking score of each vertex is monotonically

increasing since it is the aggregation result of its previous

score (i.e., ry = r in r3) and the scores from its neighbours.

Program 2.b PageRank (Incremental)

r1. degree(X,count[Y]) :- edge(X,Y).

r2. rank(0,X,r ) :- node(X),r = 0.15.

r3. rank(i+1,Y,sum[ry ]) :- rank(i,Y,r),ry = r ;

:- rank(i,X,rx ),

edge(X,Y),degree(X,d),

ry = 0.85 · rx /d.

3.3 Automating Condition Verification
It is cumbersome and error-prone to manually check the

MRA conditions of Theorem 1. To turn our theory into reality,

we design and implement an automatic condition verification

tool with the help of Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT)

solver Z3 [63]. We automatically extractG and F ′
(in Section

5.1) and address the following two problems.

Verifying Properties of G and F ′ with Z3. We use SMT

solver Z3 to automatically verify the properties of G and F ′
.

An SMT instance is a formula where some functions and

constants are defined with constraints. SMT can determine

if such a formula is satisfiable, i.e., if there is an assignment

of proper values to its uninterpreted function and constant

symbols to make the formula to be true. Z3 asserts a formula

and may return “satisfiable”, “non-satisfiable”, or “unknown”.

Notice that an SMT solver cannot judge “whether a formula

H is always true?” but only answers “whether a formula H
is satisfiable?”. To verify a property that should be always

true, we use double negation to convert “H is always true”

into “NOT H is not satisfiable”. If H is always true, “NOT H”

is always false and cannot have any satisfiable assignment,

and the assertion will return “unsat”. We provide the Z3 code

template to verify the properties ofG and F ′
. The algorithm-

specificG and F ′
will be automatically filled into the template.

The verification is automatically done. Figure 4 shows the Z3

code for PageRank that can automatically verify the formula

G ◦F ′◦G(X ) = G ◦F ′(X ). If “NOT”G ◦F ′◦G(X ) = G ◦F ′(X )

returns “unsat”,G ◦ F ′ ◦G(X ) = G ◦ F ′(X ) is always true. We

skip how to verify Property 1 due to the page limit.

Determining Initial Values. It is necessary to automati-

cally determine the initial value ∆X 1
to satisfyX 1 = G(∆X 1∪

X 0). We need to find the inverse operation G−
such that

∆X 1 = G−(X 1,X 0) to compute ∆X 1
. We have predefined G−

for the typical aggregate operations. For example, whenG
ismin, G−

is stillmin; while, when G is sum, G−
is the pair-

wise subtraction. With G−
, we can obtain ∆X 1

from X 1
and

X 0
by applying G−

. For SSSP, we get ∆X 1 = X 1
, because

∆X 1 = min(X 1,X 0) = dsx = min(dsx ) = min(ds + dsx ) =
G ◦ F (X 0) = X 1

, where s is the source and ds is 0. The for-
mula indicates that the shortest distances from source s to
vertices X at the first recursion (i.e., X 1

) are the weights of

edges from s to each x (i.e., ∆X 1
). In practice, the initializa-

tion can be enforced after calculating X 1
with rule r2. This

process is handled by our system automatically. Section 5.1

will introduce more details of the automation.

4 CORRECTNESS OF ASYNC EXECUTION
In a distributed computing environment, input kv-pairs of

aggregate operation G and non-aggregate operation F ′
are

partitioned across multiple workers. Due to the existence of

G , in each iteration, the whole result of applying F ′
must be

ready before G can be applied in synchronous (sync) execu-

tion. This forms a strict operation sequence ofG ◦F ′
. We can

formalize it with the bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) model

[55], where F ′
can be executed independently on kv-pairs

and G is the synchronous point. Equation (5) shows the re-

sult of MRA evaluation in sync execution. We denote ∆Y 1
as

the result of applying F ′
on ∆X 1

, i.e., ∆Y 1 = F ′(∆X 1); and

we rewrite Equation (5) with (n + 1) iterations and have the

result of Sync MRA Evaluation as follows:

Rnsyn = G
(
X 0 ∪ ∆X 1 ∪

n−1⋃
i=0

(G ◦ F ′)i (G(∆Y 1))

)
. (7)
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Figure 5: An example of async execution. ∆Y 1 =

F ′(∆X 1) is the start point of async execution. A hori-
zontal box F ′ ◦ G(St ) represents the output of the tth-
time applying F ′ ◦G, and F ′ ◦G(St ) is partitioned into
multiple disjoint subsets P that will be used in the fol-
lowing F ′ ◦ G. A vertical box St represents the input
of the tth-time applying F ′ ◦ G, and St is a union of
subsets P from previous results of applying F ′ ◦G, i.e.,
St = P0

t ∪ P1

t ∪ . . . ∪ P t−1t .

In contrast, asynchronous (async) execution allows a part

of results of applying F ′
to be aggregated and processed

earlier than others within an iteration or even across itera-

tions. Translating a recursive aggregate program into a query

plan for async execution has been studied [59]. However,

the correctness of results is not guaranteed. Figure 5 shows

an example of async execution. It starts from ∆Y 1
and per-

forms F ′ ◦G iteratively. When applying F ′ ◦G in the first

time, the input is denoted as S1 and the output is denoted

as F ′ ◦ G(S1). In async execution, S1 is P
0

1
that means the

input of the first time applying F ′ ◦G is a subset of applying

F ′ ◦ G zero time, i.e., a subset of the initial ∆Y 1
. Similarly,

the subsequent F ′ ◦G can take a union of the subsets from

one or more previous steps as the input. We formalize async

execution as follows.

Definition 2. (AsyncMRAEvaluation) From a start∆Y 1
,

where ∆Y 1 = F ′(∆X 1) and ∆X 1
is the start point of MRA

evaluation, we define the result of async MRA evaluation

after themth-time applying F ′ ◦G as:

Rmasy = G
(
X 0 ∪ ∆X 1 ∪ ∆Y 1 ∪ F ′ ◦G(S1) ∪ . . . F

′ ◦G(Sm )

)
, (8)

where

St+1 =
t⋃
i=0

P it+1

m⋃
i=t+1

P ti =

{
F ′ ◦G(St ) t > 0

∆Y 1 t = 0.

(9)

In the definition, St+1 is the input of the (t + 1)th-time apply-

ing F ′ ◦G, and P it+1 is a subset of output from the ith-time

applying F ′ ◦ G and is used as a part of St+1. This means

in async execution, the input of applying the (t + 1)th-time

F ′ ◦G includes the output from applying the 0th-time to the

t th-time F ′ ◦G. Equation (9) also shows that for t > 0 there

must be an m, such that F ′ ◦ G(St ) =
⋃m

i=t+1 P
t
i . It means

that all results of the t th-time applying F ′ ◦G are used up at

themth-time applying F ′ ◦G; and for t = 0, data used up at

themth-time applying F ′ ◦G is from ∆Y 1
. For any t and i ,

where i > t , P ti can be an empty set, i.e., applying F ′ ◦G at

the ith step does not need the output of the t th step.

Theorem 3. ((Correctness of Async MRA Evaluation)
For a recursive program with F ′ and G and the initial start
∆X 1 and ∆Y 1, where ∆Y 1 = F ′(∆X 1), if sync MRA evaluation
of the program reaches a fixpoint in a finite n and async MRA
evaluation reaches the same fixpoint in anm, Rnsyn in Equation
(7) is equal to Rmasy in Equation (8), when the properties of
Theorem 1 hold.

Proof. In order to simplify the discussion, we move X 0 ∪

∆X 1
out of both Equations (7) and (8). In async execution

starting from ∆Y 1
, afterm times applying F ′ ◦G, wherem

is described in Definition 2, we have:

Rmasy =G
(
∆Y 1 ∪ F ′ ◦G(S1) ∪ . . . F

′ ◦G(Sm )

)
(10)

=G
(
∆Y 1 ∪ F ′(S1) ∪ F ′(S2) ∪ . . . F

′(Sm )
)

(10.a)

=G
(
∆Y 1 ∪ F ′(∪0

k=0S
k
1
) ∪ F ′(∪1

k=0S
k
2
) ∪ . . . F ′(∪m−1

k=0 S
k
m )

)
(10.b)

=G
(
∆Y 1 ∪ F ′(∪mt=1S

0

t ) ∪ F ′(∪mt=2S
1

t ) ∪ . . . F
′(∪mt=mSm−1

t )
)

(10.c)

=G
(
∆Y 1 ∪

n−1⋃
i=1

F ′i (∆Y 1) ∪ SRES
)

(10.d)

=G
(
G(∆Y 1 ∪

n−1⋃
i=1

(G ◦ F ′)i (G(∆Y 1))) ∪ SRES
)

(10.e)

=G
(
Rnsyn ∪ SRES

)
= Rnsyn (10.f)

To get Line (10.a), we first apply Property (1) on Line (10)

and getG(∆Y 1∪G◦F ′◦G(S1)∪ . . .G◦F ′◦G(Sm)), then apply
Property (2) to getG(∆Y 1 ∪G ◦ F ′(S1) ∪ . . .G ◦ F ′(Sm)), and
apply Property (1) again to removeG inside the braces and

get Line (10.a). This step shows that the properties can help

to transform the recursion of F ′ ◦G into the recursion of F ′

(both having aG after the recursion). On the recursion of F ′
,

we prove that async execution can get the same result as that

of sync execution by regrouping results of async execution

on which F ′
has been applied the same times.

To get Line (10.b), we first introduce a symbol Pk ,it+1 to

decompose P it+1 of Equation (9), i.e., P it+1 =
⋃i

k=0 P
k ,i
t+1. This

means for each k , Pk ,it+1 is a subset of P
i
t+1 on which F ′

has

been applied k times. For i > 0, P0,i
t+1 is ∅ as F ′

has been

applied at least once. We also introduce a symbol Skt+1 to
denote the union of the subsets of St+1 where F

′
has been

applied exactly k times, and we have Skt+1 =
⋃t

i=k P
k ,i
t+1. As

F ′
can be applied on input kv-pairs independently, from



Equation (9) and for the recursion of F ′
, we have:

St+1 =
t⋃
i=0

( i⋃
k=0

Pk ,it+1

)
=

t⋃
k=0

( t⋃
i=k

Pk ,it+1

)
=

t⋃
k=0

Skt+1 (11)

And then from Equation (11), we have Line (10.b).

Line (10.c) is true: because F ′
is distributive on Union, we

can unfold unions Skt having the same t inside each F ′
at

Line (10.b), and regroup to unions Skt that have the same k .
Then, we get Line (10.c).

To get Line (10.d), we first denote∪m
t=k+1S

k
t to be the union

of the input subsets of applying the (k + 1)th-time to the

mth-time F ′
and on these subsets F ′

has been applied exactly

k times. For any k (k < m), we have:

F ′k (∆Y 1) =

m⋃
t=k+1

Skt =
m⋃

t=k+1

t−1⋃
i=k

Pk ,it . (12)

The rationale of Equation (12) is as follows. Based on the

definition in Equation (9), there exists anm such that ∆Y 1

will be used up at themth-time applying F ′
. As ∆Y 1

is an

intermediate result of sync execution, i.e., ∆Y 1 = F ′(∆X 1),

we use ∆Y 1
to bridge the results of sync and async execution:

the union of data on which F ′
has been applied k times in

async execution is the result of sync execution after applying

F ′
on ∆Y 1 k times. In async execution, such data is from

different subsets Pk ,it . We use mathematical induction to

prove Equation (12). For k = 0, we have:

m⋃
t=1

t−1⋃
i=0

P0,it =

m⋃
t=1

P0,0t ∪

m⋃
t=1

t−1⋃
i=1

P0,it =

m⋃
t=1

P0,0t ∪ ∅ (13)

=

m⋃
t=1

P0t = ∆Y 1
(13.a)

Line (13) is true, because of the definition that Pk ,it is ∅ when

k = 0 and i > 0. Line (13.a) is true because of Equation (9).

For k > 1, if there exists an m, such that F ′k (∆Y 1) =⋃m
t=k+1

⋃t−1
i=k P

k ,i
t . For k+1, we apply F ′

on both side of Equa-

tion (12) and have F ′k+1(∆Y 1) = F ′(
⋃m

t=k+1
⋃t−1

i=k P
k ,i
t ). The

right side F ′(
⋃m

t=k+1
⋃t−1

i=k P
k ,i
t ) is to apply one more F ′

on

all data that has been applied k times F ′
. Based on Definition

2, there must exist anm′
such that all data applied k+1 times

F ′
is used up. That means the data generated by the (k +1)th-

time F ′
is the union of the subsets of the input from apply-

ing the (k + 2)th-time to the (m′)th-time F ′
. Then we have

F ′k+1(∆Y 1) = F ′(
⋃m

t=k+1
⋃t−1

i=k P
k ,i
t ) = ∪m′

t=k+2∪
t−1
i=k+1P

k+1,i
t .

Equation (12) holds for k + 1.
Sincem is not necessarily equal to n (usuallym of async

execution is larger than n of sync execution), we denote SRES
as the data on which F ′

is applied more than n − 1 times.

Then, we can get Line (10.d) by applying Equation (12) to

Line (10.c) with SRES .
Line (10.e) is true when applyingG ◦F ′◦G(X ) = G ◦F ′(X )

and G(X ∪ Y ) = G(G(X ) ∪ Y ) on Line (10.d).
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Figure 6: System overview of PowerLog.

Line (10.f) is true. Because of the fixpoint at n of sync ex-

ecution, we have Rnsyn = Rmsyn = G(Rnsyn
⋃

∪m
k=n(F

k (∆Y 1)))

for anym ≥ n. As in async execution, SRES ⊆ ∪m
k=n(F

k (∆Y 1)).

Thus, based on the definition of monotonic in Section 2.3, we

have Rnsyn ⊑ G(Rnsyn ∪ SRES ) ⊑ G(Rnsyn
⋃

∪m
k=n(F

k (∆Y 1))).

That is Rnsyn ⊑ Rmasy ⊑ Rmsyn . Thus, R
n
syn = Rmasy . Proved. □

Theorem 3 can be extended to the case if sync MRA evalu-

ation does not reach a fixpoint in a finite n but has a mathe-

matical limit. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3, when async

MRA evaluation reaches the same limit, we have R∞
syn =

G(R∞
syn ∪ SRES ) = R∞

asy . We also point out that sync execu-

tion is a special case of async execution with the restriction

S1 = ∆Y 1
and ∀t ≥ 1, St+1 = F ′ ◦ G(St ). That means the

whole St is aggregated together by the t th-time applying G.

5 THE POWERLOG SYSTEM
Figure 6 shows the structure of PowerLog that is developed

based on SociaLite open-source software [24] and has the

following major modules.

5.1 Automatic Condition Checker
PowerLog has a parser to convert a Datalog program into

an abstract syntax tree (AST) by using ANTLR [3], and uses

an analyzer to traverse the AST to perform syntactic and se-

mantic analysis, to identify the recursive rule, and to extract

the aggregate operation G, the non-aggregate operation F ′
,

and the constant set C . As shown in Section 2.1, the rule

head of a recursive program includesG, and each rule body

logically contains multiple table predicates for join opera-

tion and multiple expression predicates that could include

F ′
and C . In PageRank of Program 2, F contains the table

predicates “rank(i,X,rx),edge(X,Y),degree(X,d)”, the
expression predicate “ry = 0.85 · rx/d” that includes F

′
, and

the constant predicate “ry = 0.15” that includesC . By analyz-
ing the rules, PowerLog can identify a recursive aggregate

program and then extract G, F ′
and C .

PowerLog takes two steps to check if a recursive aggregate

program satisfies the MRA conditions. Each step checks one

property of Theorem 1. In PowerLog, we have defined five

common aggregate operators min, max, sum, count, and mean
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Figure 7: MonoTable data structure and its update.

in Z3 SMT solver. The first four operators are commutative

and associative, while the last one mean does not. The details
of how to define an operator in Z3 are referred to [64].

PowerLog then checks if G and F ′
can satisfy Property 2

G ◦ F ′ ◦ G(X ) = G ◦ F ′(X ). In Z3, we define f as a single-

input-single-output function and define д, i.e., min, max, sum,
and count, as a double-input-single-output function (binary

operator). Becauseд can naturally take any number of inputs,

in order to generalize the expression ofдwith variable inputs,
we use the binary aggregate operators in Z3 code. We have

д(x0, x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) = д(д(. . .д(д(x0, x1), x2) . . .), xn−1), as
the associative property G(X ∪ Y ) = G(G(X ) ∪ Y ) holds.

As shown in Figure 4 of Section 3.3, in the Z3 code, we ex-

pressG◦F ′◦G(X )withд and f asд(f (д(x1,y1)), f (д(x2,y2)))
and express G ◦ F ′(X ) as д(д(д(f (x1), f (y1)), f (x2)), f (y2)),
where x and y are “for all” real numbers. We let Z3 check

if G ◦ F ′ ◦G(X ) is equal to G ◦ F ′(X ) by using the Z3 asser-

tion with double negation. If Z3 returns “unsat” for “NOT”

G ◦ F ′ ◦G(X ) = G ◦ F ′(X ), G ◦ F ′ ◦G(X ) is always equal to

G ◦ F ′(X ). Notice that д and f are automatically extracted by

PowerLog and used in the Z3 assertion. If these properties

hold, PowerLog executes the program with MRA evaluation.

5.2 Implementation of MRA Evaluation
PowerLog implements MRA evaluation by manipulating a

distributed mutable in-memory table, called MonoTable. The
table maintains the states of the recursive computation.

Each tuple of the table includes an accumulated aggre-

gation result x and a delta result ∆x . Variable xi is accu-
mulated by xi = д(xi ,∆xi ), and ∆xi is computed by ∆xi =
д(f (∆x j1), f (∆x j2), . . .), where (∆x j1,∆x j2, . . .) are delta re-
sults of other tuples dependent with tuple i . Figure 7 shows
the design of MonoTable. The Key column indexes the ta-

ble. The Accumulation column maintains the result x . The
Intermediate column stores the intermediate aggregated

delta results, i.e., д(∆xk ). The Auxiliaries columns store

the joined results of non-recursive predicates in the recursive

rule body and other constant values of each tuple. The table

is initialized with the method described in Section 3.3.

There are three steps to manipulate MonoTable as shown

in Figure 7. First, an intermediate entry д(∆xk ) is fetched
into a local variable, i.e., variable tmp in the figure, and then

the local variable is used to update the final result x in the

accumulation entry at the same row. The superscript of ∆xk

indicates the time point when ∆xk is generated. Second, the

intermediate entry is reset to the identity element so that

a delta result will not be aggregated multiple times. Third,

the fetched value in variable tmp is computed by f and the

result is used to update intermediate entries at other rows. As

this step has cross-row operations, communication between

workersmay be needed. Notice that there are concurrent read

and write on an entry, the atomic operations are needed: the

first and second steps need an atomic exchange and the third

step needs an atomic implementation of the aggregation.

5.3 Unified Sync-Async Engine
The basis of our method comes from two insights into asyn-

chronous processing in a distributed environment. First, the

frequency of async message passing determines the level of

asynchronization for each worker. More frequent message

passing activities lead more data that are frequent updates

among distributed nodes, which raises the level of async

computing. A high level async computing may help the com-

putation to reach the convergence at almost zero coordina-

tion cost. In contrast, less frequent message passing activities

can accumulate data updates in high granularity, which re-

flect a reduced level of asynchronization. An extreme case

is the maximum reduced level of asynchronization that is

equivalent to sync computing: no workers pass updated data

until each of them finishes its computation. Another phe-

nomenon in async computing is called “stale synchronous

parallel (SSP)” [18], where distributed workers are allowed

to read stale or non-updated data. SSP may lower the quality

of async computing by increasing the amount of computing

but delaying the convergence. Adjusting the frequency of

async message passing activities is the key to adaptively es-

tablish a “properly-controlled” mechanism to minimize the

synchronization overhead and to minimize the access to the

stale data in order to achieve optimal performance.

Second, all the programs in PowerLog can be correctly

processed in async mode with our automatic checking mech-

anism. In addition, in a distributed environment, synchro-

nization overhead is the most expensive, compared with

other types of overheads. Considering these two facts, our

method is in a framework of async computing.

Meanwhile, sync execution is still necessary, especially to

check the termination condition. Workers in async comput-

ing do not have any global information about the computa-

tion progress and determine the time to stop. For algorithms

where the global termination check is demonstrated to be

more efficient, e.g., PageRank, sync execution is needed in

the execution engine to collect the local computation states

and to make a global termination decision.

Based on the above considerations, we design and imple-

ment a unified sync-async engine as shown in Figure 8. The
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engine contains a number of workers and one master. Each

worker includes several compute threads to update the lo-

cal shard of MonoTable and has a dedicated thread for the

communication among workers. The master globally and

periodically checks the termination condition.

The key of the engine is a method to adaptively adjust the

frequency of message passing in each worker independently.

Specifically, we adaptively adjust the message size and the

time interval between two consequent message-passing ac-

tivities for the following reasons. A larger message size and

higher interval time, the lower frequency will be, and so is

the chance of stale processing in each node. For a slow up-

dating worker, message passing size should also be reduced

accordingly for quality control. We will show that the adap-

tive method is effective and overhead free because no global

information is collected.

Each worker node in an N -node cluster maintains (N −

1) message buffers for the rest of the workers. Initially, a

message-passing size β(i, j) and a message-passing interval

τ are predefined for all worker nodes. During the execution,

each worker makes its own adaptive adjustment based on

the following principle. If the updates (denoted as |B(i, j)|)
are accumulated in a fast pace (in the time window ∆T ),
the message size β(i, j) is enlarged; and if the updates are

in a slow pace, the message size β(i, j) is reduced. Specif-
ically, when |B(i, j)|/∆T > r · β(i, j)/τ in the fast pace or

|B(i, j)|/∆T < 1

r · β(i, j)/τ in the slow pace, β(i, j) is updated
to be β(i, j) = α · τ · |B(i, j)|/∆T , where α is a damping factor

fixed to 0.8 and r is a configurable parameter set to 2 in our

experiments. From the perspective of system management,

this is a tradeoff between batch and stream processing.

5.4 Other Optimizations
PowerLog uses TROVE [54] for container operations, Open-

MPI [38] formessage passing, ProtoStuff [41] for serialization

and deserialization, and HDFS to store data and checkpoint

intermediates. Here we introduce the termination check and

the optimizations for MRA evaluation as follows.

Termination Check. In MRA evaluation, the results of

a program are monotonically increasing or decreasing. MRA

evaluation is terminated when either reaching a fixpoint or

the changes of consecutive results are sufficiently small. A

dedicated thread on each worker evaluates the aggregation

result of accumulation column entries of MonoTable. These

threads report local aggregation results to the master that

will merge local results and determine whether to stop the

evaluation by checking the difference between two consecu-

tive global aggregation results. Notice that async execution

does not have a central coordination mechanism, thus in

our unified sync-async engine, we check the termination

condition periodically.

Optimizations forMRAEvaluation.Wehave optimized

MRA evaluation for the sum aggregation. In sum, the number

of delta results produced in each iteration is fixed; and delta

results to be accumulated become smaller over iterations.

We observe that the effect of delta results on performance is

distinct. Those with larger values are more important for the

convergence [67]. Therefore, we make the following opti-

mization efforts. First, delta results are distinguished. Second,

the important ones, whose values are larger than a config-

urable threshold, are accumulated to the final results and

their computed values after applying f are sent to neighbors

immediately. Third, the less important delta results are con-

tained and accumulated in the local cache before they are

used. These optimizations can reduce the number of com-

munications between workers and also reduce the amount

of computations, e.g., the non-aggregate operation.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 MRA Evaluation Satisfiable Programs
Some non-monotonic programs can satisfy the MRA condi-

tions and be executed with MRA evaluation, without chang-

ing their semantics, e.g., PageRank. There also exist core

non-monotonic programs that cannot pass the MRA con-

dition check, e.g., GCN-Forward [22], and evaluating these

programs with MRA evaluation will lead to incorrect results.

We investigate more widely-used programs in this section.

Besides SSSP and PageRank, we have found ten recursive

aggregate programs that can pass the MRA condition check

of PowerLog but other two that cannot. Table 1 summarizes

these programs, where “MRA sat.” indicates if a program
passes the check.

Connected Component (CC) is to find the connected com-

ponents in a graph. Its Datalog expression in Program 3 is
based on the label propagation approach [42], where rule

r1 initializes the component of a vertex with its own vertex

ID and rule r2 recursively updates the component of each

vertex with the minimum ID propagated by its in-neighbors.

In this program, the aggregate operation min is commutative

and associative (Property 1). F is an identity function and

does not contain a constant part (F ′
is F ). Thus, G and F ′

hold Property 2, as SSSP algorithm.



Table 1: Twelve recursive aggregate programs that can be executed with MRA evaluation in PowerLog.

Program MRA sat. Aggregator Program MRA sat. Aggregator

SSSP [24] yes min PageRank [39] yes sum

CC [24] yes min Adsorption [7] yes sum

Katz metric [21] yes sum Belief Propagation [40] yes sum

Computing Paths in DAG [50] yes count Cost [50] yes sum

Viterbi Algorithm [50] yes max SimRank [20] yes sum

Lowest Common Ancestor [44] yes min APSP [50] yes min

CommNet [52] no sum GCN-Forward [22] no sum

Program 3. Connected Components

r1. cc(X,X) :- edge(X,_).

r2. cc(Y,min[v]):- cc(X,v),edge(X,Y);

Adsorption is a graph label propagation algorithm. The al-

gorithm shown in Program 4 is based on the Markov Process

[7]. Rule r1 gives the initial label distribution I for each ver-

tex. In rule r2, L reserves the intermediate label distribution

in recursion. The label distribution consists of two parts.

First, each vertex computes and propagates its current distri-

bution a1 = 0.7∗a∗w ∗p to its out-neighbours as their partial
distributions. Second, each vertex sends the initial weighted

distribution a1 = i ∗ p2 to itself. The aggregation sum aggre-

gates these two parts as the new distribution. Other symbols

can be treated as constant variables, e.g., pi and pc are two
constant weight tables associated with vertices.

As shown in Program 4, we extend Datalog syntax to

include a termination condition in the recursive rule body

with a pair of braces, i.e., {sum[∆a] < 0.001}. This condition
terminates the execution of Adsorption when the difference

of accumulated results in a time interval is smaller than

0.001. For different algorithms, users can specify different

conditions. For example, one can add {sum[∆rx ] < 0.001} to
Program 2 to specify the terminate condition for PageRank.

Adsorption satisfies the MRA conditions. First, sum sat-

isfies Property 1. Second, F can be decomposed into F ′
as

0.7 ∗a ∗w ∗p and the constant part i ∗p2. Considering vertex
x has two values ax1 and ax2 before sending to its neighbour
y, no matter computing the distributions first or aggregating

them first, these two cases have the same result when G is

on the receiver y. i.e., sum(0.7∗ax1 ∗w ∗p, 0.7∗ax2 ∗w ∗p) =
sum(0.7 ∗ sum(ax1,ax2) ∗w ∗ p). Property 2 also holds.

Program 4. Adsorption

r1. I(x,i) :- node(x), i=1.

r2. L(0,x,l) :- node(x), l=0.

r3. L(j+1,y,sum[a1])):-I(y,i),pi (y,p2),a1 = i ∗ p2;

L(j,x,a),A(x,y,w),pc (x,p),

a1 = 0.7 ∗ a ∗w ∗ p;

{sum[∆a] < 0.001}.

Katz Metric is a proximity measure in a network [21]. Rule

r1 of Program 5 sets the source and its initial metric score. In

rule r2, the metric score of a vertex is computed by iteratively

aggregating the metric scores from its in-neighbors. In this

program,G is sum, F ′
is 0.1∗k , andC is j . TheMRA conditions

are satisfied, as sum satisfies Property 1 and G and F ′
satisfy

Property 2 due to the similar reason to that for Adsorption.

Program 5. Katz Metric

r1. I(X,k) :- X=0,k = 10000.

r2. K(i+1,y,sum[k1]) :- I(y,j),k1 = j;

K(i,x,k),edge(x,y),k1 = 0.1 ∗ k;

{sum[∆k] < 0.001}.

Belief Propagation (BP) [23] is a message-passing algo-

rithm that performs inference on graphicalmodels. In Program
6, variable B is a vector including the to-be-returned beliefs.

Variable E is an input weighted network with vector I for

initial beliefs. Variable H is a vector of coupling scores. In this

program, F does not have a constant part. F ′
is 0.8 ∗w ∗b ∗h

andG operation is sum. The MRA conditions are satisfied in

BP as Adsorption.

Program 6. Belief Propagation
r1. B(0,v,c,b) :- I(v,c,b).

r2. B(j+1,t,c2,sum[b1]) :- B(j,s,c1,b),

E(s,t,w),H(c1,c2,h),

b1 = 0.8 ∗w ∗ b ∗ h;

{sum[∆b] < 0.0001}.

GCN-Forward is the forward progress of Graph Convolu-

tional Network (GCN) [22]. Program 7 shows its imperative

expression. Variable д is the embedding vector on each ver-

tex. Variable A represents a normalized weighted adjacency

table that stores the normalized weightw on edges. Data set

Para stores the learnable parameter matrix. Function relu
resets negative values to zero as {return (x>0)?x:0;}. In
rule r1, F ′

is relu(д ∗p) ·w , where ∗ is matrix multiplication

and · is scalar multiplication, and G is sum. Because we have
1 for sum(relu(sum(−1, 2)), relu(sum(1,−2))) but have 3 for
sum(relu(−1), relu(2), relu(1), relu(−2)), Property 2 of The-

orem 1 does not hold. We skip the details of CommNet [52]

that cannot pass the check due to the page limit.

Program 7. GCN-Forward
r1. GCN(j+1,Y,sum[д1]) :- GCN(j,X,д),

A(X,Y,w),Para(p),

д1 = relu(д ∗ p) ·w.
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Figure 9: Performance comparisons of PowerLog with existing Datalog systems on 6 algorithms and 6 datasets.

Table 2: Dataset Description

Dataset Vertices Links Abbreviation

Flickr [33] 2,302,925 33,140,017 Flickr

LiveJournal [26] 4,847,571 68,475,391 LiveJ

Orkut [34] 3,072,441 117,184,899 Orkut

ClueWeb09 [10] 20,000,000 243,063,334 Web

Wiki-link [60] 12,150,976 378,142,420 Wiki

Arabic-2005 [5] 22,744,080 639,999,458 Arabic

6.2 Experimental Setups

Cluster Setups. We conduct the evaluation on an Aliyun

ECS cluster with 17 nodes. Each node is an “ecs.r5.xlarge”

instance that has 4 vCPUs and 32GB memory with Ubuntu

16.04 LTS OS. The network bandwidth between nodes is 1.5

Gbps/s. A node is dedicated as the master and the others are

configured as workers. Each worker has 4 parallel threads.

Apache Hadoop 2.6.4 is used as the distributed storage sys-

tem. The graph datasets in Table 2 are also used.

Existing Datalog Systems. We compare PowerLog with

SociaLite [46], Myria [59], and BigDatalog [49]. All these

three systems support semi-naive evaluation but only for

monotonic programs. SociaLite and BigDatalog use the sync

execution while Myria uses the async one. We get their latest

open-source versions from github at [45, 48, 58], respectively.

6.3 Overall Performance
Because SociaLite, Myria, and BigDatalog use different data

loading methods, we exclude the data loading time from

the execution time. We report the results with the mean of

three runs under their best configurations, e.g., we follow

the BigDatalog setups [49] that use the Single-Job PSN with

SetRDD and 64 partitions. As Adsorption, Katz Metric, and

Belief Propagation are not supported by Myria and BigData-

log, we only compare to SociaLite on these three programs.

Figure 9(a) shows the execution time of CC. All systems

can use the incremental evaluation on CC. The performance

differences come from different execution engines. Because

CC of SociaLite runs out ofmemory onWiki-link, ClueWeb09

and Arabic-2005 datasets, we do not show the corresponding

results. PowerLog consistently outperforms others and can

achieve 1.1x to 46.4x speedups. Figure 9(b) shows the execu-

tion time of SSSP. All systems can also use the incremental

evaluation. PowerLog outperforms others in almost all cases

and can achieve 1.6x to 33.2x speedups. On ClueWeb09

dataset, SociaLite is 1.7x faster than PowerLog. This is be-

cause ClueWeb09 dataset has a small graph diameter that

can be optimized by the delta stepping method [31], which

is used in SociaLite only. Figure 9(c) shows the execution

time of PageRank. Different from CC and SSSP, the origi-

nal PageRank is non-monotonic and semi-naive evaluation

cannot be used. SociaLite and Myria use naive evaluation.

BigDatalog does not support PageRank. We use GraphX [15]

to substitute BigDatalog since both are built upon Apache

Spark. As PageRank can pass the condition check, PowerLog

uses MRA evaluation with the sync-async engine and can

achieve 1.8x to 188.3x speedups.

Figures 9(d)-(f) compare PowerLog and SociaLite on Ad-

sorption, Katz Metric, Belief Propagation
4
. Because these pro-

grams are non-monotonic (similar as PageRank), semi-naive

evaluation cannot be used. SociaLite uses naive evaluation

with an additional join in each iteration. PowerLog can use

MRA evaluation and achieve 5.6x to 47.8x, 6.1x to 37.1x,
and 6.2x to 60.1x speedups, respectively.

6.4 Performance Gain Analysis
The performance gain of PowerLog comes from the incre-

mental evaluation (i.e., MRA evaluation) and the high effi-

ciency of our unified sync-async execution. We quantify the

4
We simplify its implementation for large graph datasets by abstracting

vertex-pairs into vertices.
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Figure 10: Performance gain of PowerLog from MRA evaluation and sync-async execution.

gain from MRA evaluation and the gain from unified sync-

async execution separately. We first use naive evaluation

with sync execution and then combine MRA evaluation with

sync, async, and unified sync-async execution.

Figure 10(a) shows the results of CC, where MRA evalua-

tion can achieve 1.1x to 5.2x speedups over naive evaluation

(both with sync). Async execution can further improve the

performance onWiki-link and ClueWeb09 datasets. However,

it cannot outperform sync execution on Arabic-2005 dataset.

In contrast, sync-async execution can outperform both sync

and async execution and get 3.9x to 25.2x speedups over

naive evaluation with sync execution. Figure 10(b) shows

the results of SSSP. MRA evaluation achieves 3.1x to 4.1x
speedups over naive evaluation (both with sync); and the

speedups can be further increased by sync-async execution,

leading to 5.1x to 8.5x speedups over naive evaluation. Fig-

ure 10(c) shows the results of PageRank. MRA evaluation

with unified sync-async execution can get the most speedups,

leading to 24.7x to 188.3x speedups over naive evaluation

(with sync). On Arabic dataset, MRA evaluation has 28.1x

speedup over naive evaluation (both with sync); and sync-

async execution can further achieve 6.7x speedup over sync

execution (both with MRA evaluation), leading to the overall

188.3x speedup over naive evaluation with sync execution

that is what SociaLite does for PageRank of Program 2.
Figures 10(d)-(e) show the performance gains from MRA

evaluation and unified sync-async execution for Adsorption,

Katz Metric, and Belief Propagation. These figures show

that MRA evaluation can significantly reduce the execution

time from naive evaluation. However, which execution mode

(sync or async) can deliver better performance is not certain.

With our sync-async execution, MRA evaluation can get best

performance on all algorithms and datasets, leading to 19.2x
to 47.8x, 13.4x to 37.1x, and 26.7x to 60.1x speedups over

naive evaluation with sync execution in Figures 10(d)-(e).

We further evaluate PowerLog by comparing it with exist-

ing graph processing systems that support the incremental

computation [11, 32]. As such a system that supports the

incremental computation for all evaluated algorithms does

not exist, we use PowerGraph [14] for CC and SSSP, Maiter

[68] for PageRank, Adsorption, and Katz Metric, and Prom

[62] for Belief Propagation. Besides the incremental compu-

tation, PowerGraph can use either sync or async execution,

and we use its best performance results in evaluation. Maiter

and Prom use async execution. As shown in Figures 10(a)-(e),

with the incremental computation, these graph processing

systems have better performance than that of naive evalua-

tion with sync execution by PowerLog and can get compara-

ble performance with either “MRA+Sync” or “MRA+Async”

of PowerLog. For all cases, “MRA+Sync-Async” of PowerLog

can outperform others due to the effectiveness of the unified

sync-async engine. Furthermore, using these graph process-

ing systems, as well as the Datalog systems [46, 50, 59], users

have to manually check and rewrite programs to use the

incremental computation.

6.5 Comparing Other Execution Engines
We further evaluate our unified sync-async engine with the

Adaptive Asynchronous Parallel (AAP) model proposed in

Grape+ system [12]. Grape+ is a parallel graph processing

system that makes the execution mode switching among SP

(sync parallel), AP (async parallel), and SSP (stale synchro-

nous parallel) on each worker. Different modes exist not only

at different stages of the execution but also among different

workers in the same stage. To achieve such a complex hybrid

execution, Grape+ uses a block-based computation, where

each worker decides its own execution mode by analyzing

the sizes of in-messages. The network thread communicates

with others via a fix-sized buffer.

Our unified sync-async engine can make a timely adjust-

ment of the levels of sync and async to improve performance.

The major difference with AAP is that our adjustment is

based on valid data generated on each worker, instead of in-

messages from others. Each worker decides its own levels of

sync and async and controls the communication frequency
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Figure 11: Comparing sync-async with AAP [12]

to affect others, but does not depend on the received data size.

In addition, our approach is vertex-based and uses dynamic

message sizes to adjust sync and async in a finer granularity.

Since AAP is not released yet, we follow the paper to

implement AAP and integrate it with semi-naive evaluation

in our execution engine. We evaluate SSSP and PageRank

with four modes, i.e., sync, async, AAP, and our unified sync-

async. Figure 11(a) shows the performance of SSSP. In this

figure, AAP has the comparable performance with our sync-

async engine on Arabic-2005 dataset; but ours outperforms

AAP on other two datasets. For PageRank in Figure 11(b),

AAP outperforms both sync and async modes on ClueWeb09

and Arabic-2005 datasets, and has comparable performance

with async on Wiki-link dataset. On all datasets, our sync-

async engine shows the best performance.

7 RELATEDWORK
Monotonic Aggregates in Recursive Queries. Enabling
aggregates in recursive queries is long-term desired [36, 37,

43]. But even the recent SQL standard disallows the use of

aggregates in recursion. Ross and Sagiv [43] observe that

particular monotonic aggregates can be used in recursive

queries. Recent studies on the formalization of monotonic

aggregates [29, 30, 65] are conducive. A class of recursive

aggregate programs can be written to monotonic programs.

However, due to the absence of an analytical foundation,

these studies can only write programs with monotonic aggre-

gates in a manually case-by-case manner. REX [32] supports

the incremental computation with user-specified termina-

tion conditions and explicitly-defined delta operations for

pipelined queries. But it does not guarantee the correctness

of user-defined delta computations. The conditions proposed

in this paper can help REX achieve this goal.

RaSQL [16] is a recursive-aggregate-SQL system for big

data analytics. RaSQL and PowerLog share the same goal of

leveraging the incremental evaluation for high performance.

RaSQL summarizes the Pre-Mappability (PreM) conditions.

A recursive aggregate program satisfying PreM is identified

as being monotonic and can be executed with semi-naive

evaluation. PowerLog goes further to enable the incremen-

tal computation for some non-monotonic programs, e.g.,

PageRank, thus significantly enlarges its application scope

of incremental computation. More importantly, the condi-

tion check is automated in PowerLog. This method is also

applicable to verify the conditions of using other parallel

techniques [19].

Datalog Systems. Besides the three representative Datalog
systems used in our experiments, there exist several other

Datalog systems. DeALS [50, 51] is a deductive database

system built on Datalog language. It supports multiple exe-

cution platforms, such as multi-core machines and clusters.

Datalography [35] can transform Datalog programs to graph

processing programs on Giraph [4] so that Datalog programs

can be efficiently evaluated in a distributed computing envi-

ronment. GraphRex [66] provides a Datalog-like declarative

interface and a series of optimizations for graph analysis.

Async Execution in Graph Processing. Many graph pro-

cessing systems support async execution [9, 17, 27, 47, 53, 56,

68]. Recent studies show that neither sync nor async execu-

tion can consistently outperform the other. Besides Grape+

[12], several sync-async hybrid systems have emerged. Pow-

erSwitch [61] performs an automatic switch between sync

and async onworkers. SEP-Graph [57] selects the shortest ex-

ecution paths of graph algorithms on GPU, considering sync

and async with different communication and vertex traver-

sal schemes. Most of these systems are performance-centric

without considering the correctness of async execution.

8 CONCLUSION
We have designed and implemented PowerLog, which con-

sists of three components in both theory and system build-

ing. First, we lay an analytical foundation for conditions to

determine whether a monotonic or even a non-monotonic

program can be correctly executed in an incremental and

asynchronous way. Second, we develop a condition verifi-

cation tool to automatically check if a program satisfies the

conditions. Finally, we build a unified sync-async processing

engine to minimize execution times for the programs that

satisfy the conditions. Compared with three representative

Datalog systems in large-scale experiments with many work-

loads, we show the effectiveness of PowerLog. We believe

the methodology and analytical foundation in this paper are

applicable to a broad scope of incremental computing for

graph processing and neural network systems.
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